Tuesday, 8th of February 2022
Dashboard v9.41 & App v4001.10

New items we would like to tell you more about:

DASHBOARD

APP

Improved archiving of forms
Details of employees in one place
View linked objects per employee
Duplicate subcategories of a checklist

Improved display of assigned cleaners
and supervisors

DASHBOARD

Improved archiving of forms
A filter on month and year has been added
to the submitted forms overview, making it
possible to look further back in the history
of submitted forms. Previously it was only
possible to view the last 1000 forms, but
now you can find all submitted forms. By
default, this filter is set to the current
month and year.

Details of employees in one place
Where previously this was only possible per
object, you can now view the details of
every employee within the organisation in
Organisation. By details, we mean the
personal information and the employment
dates.

View linked objects per employee
In addition to the details of an employee,
the linked objects can now also be viewed
per employee. This linking of employees to
objects is not necessary if the employee is
also registered as a user in Leviy.

Read more

Duplicate subcategories of a checklist

Besides duplicating a checklist category,
you can now also duplicate a subcategory.
This way you can create a new checklist
definition in no time.

APP

Improved display of assigned cleaners and supervisors
To manage daily cleaning, units can be
assigned to cleaners or supervisors. These
are then shown on the screen of the
relevant unit in the App. A number of
improvements have been made to the
display, making the screen a lot quieter and
making it easy to see whether people have
been assigned.

Happy Valentine's Day and see you next release!
Team Leviy
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